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Protect your business with our
advanced cybersecurity offering
Cyberthreats are ubiquitous to modern business. Cybercriminals have leveraged digitalization, hybrid working, and geopolitics
to pose financial, reputational, and even existential threats. Regulators including the SEC and FTC have sharpened compliance
requirements in response. Yet many asset managers lack the necessary in-house expertise to mitigate evolving threats, much
less the budget and bandwidth for the platforms and tools to provide true cybersecurity protection.
If you’re concerned about cybersecurity, we can help. As a technology services provider to the asset management industry for
over 20 years, we’ve tailored our fully integrated threat management solution to the security, compliance, and operational
requirements of hedge funds, private equity, family offices, and other asset managers. Our consumption-based cybersecurity
solutions evolve with the threat landscape and include threat mitigation as standard.

The cybersecurity protection you need at a price you can afford
Our Endpoint Detection, Response, and Remediation (EDRR) offering protects endpoints and devices with AI-based threat
detection, plus remediation by our Security Operations Center (SOC). Our Managed Detection, Response, and Remediation
(MDRR) offering expands that coverage across your network and applications. Our Network Operations Center (NOC) will keep
your systems running securely while reducing your IT overhead so you can focus on core business activities.

Choose the right Linedata Protect package for your needs
Security Features
Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR)
Behavior-based next-generation antivirus
24/7/365 Security Operations Center (SOC)
24/7/365 Service Desk Remediation Team

Security Orchestration Automation and Response (SOAR)
Standard Compliance and Threat Reporting
Security Incident Event Management (SIEM)
Public and private cloud log aggregation and analysis
Round-the-clock enterprise threat remediation
Quarterly briefings with your Security Team

EDRR Package

MDRR Package

The Linedata difference
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First time resolution

Linedata Protect: your fully managed
cybersecurity solution

 Always-on Monitoring, Detection, Response and

Remediation
ONE relationship gets you a best-in-breed solution,
proactive monitoring, and first-class service from a
trusted provider who knows your industry.

 AI-Based Endpoint Security Solution
Centralized administration with AI-based approach,
solution configuration, lifecycle management,
proactive monitoring, and full remediation.

 Transparent Pricing and Cost Certainty
Consumption-based model with no minimums lets
you scale up and down as your requirements and
usage evolve.

 360-Degree Visibility

Comprehensive identification and threat protection
for your data, assets, and reputation, with SOC, SIEM,
and regular threat briefings for your security team.

Linedata Technology Services
Our Technology Services empower firms to operate
efficiently at scale in a fast-moving tech landscape. We
offer Cloud, Cybersecurity, and Managed Services
offerings leveraging first-class technology, best
practices, and expertise. Serving as the IT and
cybersecurity team for asset managers across the
globe, we deliver fully managed services with industry
leading customer experience to help organizations
focus on core activities and sustained growth.

About Linedata
With 20 years’ experience and 700+ clients in 50
countries, Linedata’s 1,100 employees in 20 offices
provide global humanized technology solutions and
services for the asset management and credit industries
that help its clients evolve and operate at the highest
levels.

 Rapid Response and Remediation
Playbook-driven responses, pre-authorized
containment of compromised endpoints, rapid
patching, and reliable remediation.

 Business, Regulatory, and Reputational Risk Mitigation
Demonstrable protection based on industry best
practice and regulatory guidelines, with full audit trail
reporting.

 Comprehensive Device and Server Protection
Laptops, desktops, and VDIs (Windows OS / Mac
OS); Windows and Linux servers.

 Public Cloud Integration
Microsoft Azure, Microsoft Office 365, and AWS.

700+
clients

50+
countries

1.100
employees

20
offices

 Certified Expertise
CCSP, CISA, CISO, CISM, CISSP, CSSLP.

To learn more, contact us at
getinfo@linedata.com or visit linedata.com

